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A luminous drawing traced with phosphorus upon a sheet of white 
paper, without exposure to the light, will impress the sensitive paper 
very rapidly, but if a plate of glass is interposed, there is no action. 

The same effects are produced by fluoride of calcium (fluor-spar,) 
rendered phosphorescent by heat. 

These are the principal facts which I have observed. Space is want- 
ing to enumerate all the experiments that I have made ; there remain 
still many more to make, and I therefore publish this note without wait- 
ing to make it more complete. I think, that I may be permitted to hope 
that my new mode of exhibiting properties of light heretofore scarcely 
suspected or imperfectly established, will attract the attention of physi- 
cists, and lead to important researches.--Cosmos. 

Electric Ourrents from Zinc and Carbon in Water. 

We take from the Cosmos the results of some interesting experiments 
on this subject, by a M. Pelagi. Unfortunately the editor-has not told 
us where the experiments were tried, or where and when the memoir 
was read. 

M. Pelagi began his experiments by plunging two plates of the same 
copper into wells 33 yards distant from each other, and connecting the 
plates by a copper wire 180 yards in length. A current was established, 
but variable in its direction; noreould lhree months of constant observa- 
tion, four times a day, determine any law for this change. Atmospheric 
phenomena did not appear to influence it. 

The experiment was varied by using zinc and copper; the results 
were the same; the same irregularity of" the current; the same variability 
of direction, whether the plates were immersed in water, or buried in 
the earth. 

Carbon being substituted for the copper, a current of constant intensity 
was established, passing through the wire from the carbon tothe  zinc. 

The following singular results are recorded : 
1. A piece of carbon or of zinc of certain dimensions, gives but little 

more intensity than a smaller piece. 
2. The current increases with the number of carbons, united one 1o 

the other, in the form of a chain ; also, with the number of zincs corn. 
posing a second chain. 

3. l'he t)ieces of the same carbon united in the form of a chain by 
COl~er wires, give a greater intensity than that given by the carbon before 
it was broken ; and this increase does not depend on the augmentation 
of the su~aee, since the new surfaces obtained by the division may be 
varnished without ehan~ing the result. 

4. If  the pieces of zme touch the earth, the current ceases entirely, 
or becomes very feeble and changes its direction. On the contrary, the 
carbons may touch the earth without any change in the current ; it tends 
rather to increase. But if one of the wires unitin~ the carbons touch 
the ground, the intensity becomes the same as if all the carbons below 
that wire were removed. 
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5. The farther the zincs or carbons of the chain are from each other, 
the more energetic the current. 

6. If  the plates of zinc touch each other, the current ceases entirely : 
if, on the other hand, the carbons touch each other, the current is only 
notably diminished; it remains much stronger than if the carbons formed 
but one piece. 

7. If the zincs are taken out of the water, and re-plunged into it with- 
out wiping, the current diminishes in energy, and does not take its former 
force again until the zincs have been wiped and re-plunged. The car- 
bons may be removed and re-plunged without wiping, without any change 
taking place. 

8. The amalgamation of the zincs increases the intensity of the current. 
9. The chain of zincs and that of the carbons may be plunged into 

the same well ; into wells more or less distant from each other, or into 
running streams. They may be placed vertically or horizontally, support- 
mg them by floats. 

10. The deviation of the needle is not diminished, when the chain of 
carbons is drawn out of the water, provided they all remain moist, and 
that the last of them, or a portion of it, remains immersed. 

11. They may even be placed in vessels of pure water instllated fi'om 
the earth. 

Mr. Pelagi proposes the application of his new battery to g,~lvano-plas- 
tics. and to telegraphing. He cites the following experiments ou the latter 
point : 

1st, Twelve plates of zinc 0'8 in. by 0"4 in. were immersed in a well 
at Batignolles; at Asnieres twelve carbons, from a Bunsen battery 0"8 in. 
long by 0"15 in. diameter were immersed in the Seine. These chains 
were connected by a telegraph line, the distance being about 1"86 miles. 
Two Breguet dials placed in the circuit worked satisfactorily. 

2d, Forty-five carbons at Asnieres; at Chatou a chain of twenty-four 
zincs was placed in the Seine. The telegraphic wire between the points 
was about 7"5 miles long. The Breguet apparatus worked imperfectly, 
but Wheatstone's needles worked perfectly. A sine-needle gave a devia- 
tion of 7 ° with one carbon ; and 15 ° with the entire chain. Between 
these extremes, the deviation increased progressively with the number of 
carbons immersed. 

3d, A chain of twenty-five zincs was immersed in the Seine at Pont 
d'Oissel, near Rouen, and one of forty carbons at Asnieres. The distance 
being 75 miles, the Wheatstone telegraph worked; it worked even with 
a single carbon. This experiment being made by day in good weather, 
was repeated with the same results by night in bad weather.--Cosmo~, 
.November, 1857. 

Process of Photo-galvanography. By Paul Pretsch. 
Read before the Royal Cornwall Polytechnic Society, 1856. 

Mr. Hunt, F.R.S., said, in front of the platform there hangs a series 
of pictures which are now exhibited for the first time to the public in 
this country, the production of Mr. Paul Pretsch, the late director of 


